
90-91 AD silver denarius of Domitian Obv: his 
laureate bust Rev: Minerva standing, holding 
thunderbolt and spear, shield at feet NGC XF (nice 
old toning) ex: JKKern ................................ $397

91-92 AD silver denarius of Domitian Obv: his 
laureate bust Rev: Minerva standing, holding 
thunderbolt and spear, shield at feet NGC Ch XF 
(superb colorful old toning) ex: JKKern ...... $577

284-295 AD billon (5% silver) double denarius of 
Diocletian Obv: his radiate & cuirassed bust Rev: 
Jupiter presenting Victory to Diocletian NGC Ch 
MS * ex: JKKern (huge flan, full borders) $477

810-854 AD base silver sceat of King Eanred of 
Northumbria, medieval England during the Viking 
invasions Obv: his name around small cross Rev: 
name of moneyer EADVINI around small cross Abt 
Unc, usual medieval crude strike ............... $237 

1578 silver daaler of 40 sols, emergency issue of 
Amsterdam, with the Spanish Netherlands in 
revolt, it remained loyal to Spain. Also known as 
the 80 years war. Obv: arms of city held by two 
lions, XL above, 1578 beneath, all die struck, 
assayer’s PG monogram in punch above Rev: * P * 
AR . ET *FO* all in wreath, die struck. NGC edges 
filed .............................................................. $1477

Another NGC XF 45 Huntington pedigree $3477, 
another NGC AU55 ..................................... $5700

1600-1800 beautiful gold 
fob, probably Venetian, 
using Anastasius I, 
Roman emperor 491-
518 AD, tremmisis 1.5 
grams, gold ducat of 
Francesco Foscari, 
doge of Venice 1423-
1457, 3.5 grams, and 
gold scudo d’oro of 
Andrew Gritti, doge 
1536-1538, 3.35 
grams. Ready to wear 
to the next ball on the 
Grand Canal ... $1577
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History in Your Hands

220-215 BC silver quarter stater, or hemidrachm of 
the Aetolian League in central Greece Obv: heroine 
Atalanta wearing dramatic hat Rev: Kalydonian 
boar, branch beneath ANACS EF 40 ......... $877

465-455 BC silver tetradrachm from Athens, the age 
of Socrates, early style before the Peloponnisian 
War, characterized by the smaller head, more 
delicately engraved owl, and Athena’s features in 
finer style NGC XF “find patina”, meaning totally 
uncleaned, and covered with a thick deposit of 
surface oxidation. For the purist! ................ $2700

425-400 BC silver stater (12 grams) of Thebes, 
a Greek city state, Obv: Boeotian Shield Rev: 
footed Amphora, bunch of grapes to right EF oval  
flan ............................................................... $397

393-294 BC silver tetradrachm from Athens, the age 
of Aristotle, Obv: helmeted Athena Rev: owl, olive 
branch, and crescent moon NGC Ch XF ... $977

111-110 BC silver “New Style” tetradrachm of 
Athens Obv: Athena in crested helmet Rev: her pet 
owl on sideways amphora, Phosphoros in field to 
right NGC Abt Unc ...................................... $1077

136-135 BC silver tetradrachm “New Style” from 
Athens Obv: Athena wearing crested helmet Rev: 
owl standing on amphora, all in wreath, extra large 
planchet NGC Ch XF* ................................. $1977

1625-1628 gold crown of Charles I of England, 
who lost his head during the Great Rebellion, 
Tower mint, same castle where he was imprisoned 
and executed Obv: his fancy, robed, crowned and 
collared bust Rev: Stuart coat of arms Ex: Arch-
bishop Sharp, Spink, 1977, also British Sylloge 33, 
plate coin, ex: JKern NGC AU 55 .............. $1477

1674 silver 1/3 taler from Pomerania Germany 
PCGS MS 66 ............................................... $1977.  
In north Europe from about 1640 to 1690 a number 
of art works, coins, and medals have strange alien-
like objects and devices. Ezekiel’s wheel in the sky 
is some skeptics’ best explanation. German coins 
with the sasquatch, or yeti, or Wildman of the Hartz 
mountains are common, but look at the helmets 
these guys are wearing. Almost all wildmen are 
shown with only their leafy loincloths, but this 
armour is very unusual.

1750-1850 ? silver seal, three clovers and half 
eagle, possibly for noble family of medieval 
Assindia, now Essen Germany, Heraldry study 
could reveal details ..................................... $677

1780 gold doubloon of 8 escudos from Santiago, 
Chile NGC VF 25 ......................................... $1677

1787-2014 dated modern Gallery mint restrike of 
a Brasher doubloon, 26.4 grams pure gold ANA 
release #497 of 500, NGC holdered (intentionally 
double struck off center for fun) previously sold 
for big money, our price .............................. $1277

1787-2014 dated Brasher half doubloon, 13.2 
grams pure gold, for 2014 ANA NGC holdered  
#5 of 6. Sold for huge money last year, our price 
only .............................................................. $1277

Coins for sale in other Coin World ads every week and at  
www.jkerncoins.com

Email copies of previous ads are available. Many items still in stock.

305-282 BC silver tetradrachm of Ptolemy I of 
Egypt, founder of dynasty, Obv: his diademed bust 
wearing aegis, tiny “Delta” behind ear, die engraver 
artist’s signature Rev: eagle on thunderbolt NGC 
Abt Unc, fine style (broad flan, high relief, mediocre 
surfaces with light oxidation, light scratches from 
smoothing, sharp scratch on jaw) .............. $477

32 BC silver tetradrachm of Cleopatra 7th, the 
last ruler of the Ptolemaic dynasty of Egypt, 
lover of Marc Anthony. Obv: still a diademed 
bust of Ptolemy I, the founder Rev: still an eagle 
on thunderbolt, headdress of Isis in left field, 
L=year, K=20th of Cleopatra VF, oxidized surfaces, 
cleaned, hard obv smoothing at nose ....... $177

32-31 BC silver denarius of Marc Anthony’s 
Fourth Legion Obv: Roman Galley Rev: legionary 
standards NGC Fine banker’s marks (light punch 
in field) ......................................................... $337

Last of the  
Twelve Caesars

73 AD brass semis of Domitian, as Caesar under his 
father Vespasian. Samosata mint in Commagene, 
a kingdom in now SW Turkey which Vespasian had 
just annexed. Obv: laureate bust of Domitian CAES 
AVG Rev: winged caduceus DOMIT COS II NGC 
Ch XF ex: JKKern........................................ $577

80 AD silver denarius of Domitian, as Caesar under 
his brother Titus Obv: laureate bust of Domitian 
Rev: goddess Salus leaning on column NGC Ch 
Fine .............................................................. $127

87 AD silver denarius of Domitian Obv: his laureate 
bust Rev: Minerva advancing, wielding thunderbolt 
and shield NGC Ch XF (nice broad flan) ex:  
JKKern ......................................................... $477

1798 gold doubloon of 8 escudos Popayan, 
Colombia mint NGC VF 20 ......................... $1577

1798 gold doubloon of 8 escudos Lima, Peru mint 
NGC VF 35 .................................................. $1775

1804 dated bronze medalet for Napoleon 
Bonaparte, struck before 1841 Obv: his laureate 
bust Rev: presentation of colors to his army AU 55 
or better ....................................................... $47

1810 gold 8 escudos from the Nuevo Reino mint 
(Santa Fe de Bogota) in Gran Colombia NGC AU 
55 ................................................................. $1977

1835 gold 8 escudos from Chile, Santiago mint 
Obv: hand of god on Constitution Rev: coat of 
arms. Nominally $16 legal tender in early USA, the 
Latin American Republic 8 escudos were viewed 
with suspiscion, and in practice were treated by 
merchants as $15 worth of gold NGC VF, bent 
(faintly) .......................................................... $1277

1870 gold California Round 
Dollar, the key of the type 
set. BG-1205 Obv: Liberty 
Head Rev: wreath NGC Abt 
Unc details, plugged (holed 
& decently repaired). $775

1887 copper paisa from the sultanate of Zanzibar, 
on the east African coast Obv: balanced scales, 
advertising their reputation as a worthy trading port 
and marketplace Rev: Islamic inscription NGC MS 
61 brown, rare grade .................................. $237

Another raw Abt Unc 55+ brown .................. $57

1885 gold medal at Colmar Wine Exhibition, 1881 
silver medal at Strassburg, and bronze medals for 
1890 Strassburg wine festival, for burgundies from 
the Beaucort vineyard? Or region?. 38.2 grams of 
900 fine or better gold. The lot for ............. $1577

1902 First National Bank of Louisville, KY red seal $5 
Rare G, hole at center fold crossing, edge chinks 
and splits $197. This note brings to my mind the 
old joke: How do you pronounce the capital 
of Kentucky? LOO-Ville or Lewis-ville? Answer: 
see below

1909 $5 State National Bank of Frankfort VG $247 
(Neither pronunciation is correct; the capital of 
Kentucky is pronounced Frank-Fort!)

1904 silver St Gallen, Switzerland shooting medal 
Obv: bear of city emblem waving flag Rev: Victory 
crowning best sharpshooter, cherub displaying 
target. Unc ................................................... $397

1918 silver medal Rev: “To the President and 
People of the United States of America The 
Gratitude of the Swiss Families 1918” Obv: 
majestic eagle flying across the water carrying 
sheafs of grain. (for food aid I assume) VF+ nice art 
work by Hans Frei ....................................... $127

1922 gold certificate $100 VF or better ........ $1477 

1997 silver 10 yuan Unicorn from China NGC  
MS 69 .......................................................... $147

2001 tri-metal crown from Gibraltar .37 tr oz silver 
outer ring (dark niello finish) middle .4566 tr oz gold 
ring and .1672 platinum center plug Obv: collage 
celebrating advancements of 2nd Millenium Rev: 
Queen Elizabeth II NGC Proof 65 Ultra Cameo, 
a dramatic experiment at modest premium over 
melt .............................................................. $1077 

2010 silver China panda NGC MS 70 .......... $147
2014 gold Kennedy PCGS Proof 70 ............. $1477
2014 gold Kennedy NGC Proof 69 ............... $1177

2014 gold Kennedy Proof set, one each from 4 
distribution centers, Washington DC, Denver, San 
Francisco, and Chicago ANA. Designated on NGC 
Proof 70 ultra cameo holders First day of issue. 
My customer paid nearly $16,000 for these. My 
price to you, only one set available $7,000 for 
all 4 coins.
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1934 AD, 1313 AH 
silver half rupee 
from Afghanistan 
NGC MS 62. $77

1934 AD, 1313 AH 
silver abbasi from 
Afghanistan NGC 
MS 65 blazing 
luster. ........ $97

1949-D Lincoln cent NGC MS 66 red .......... $87
1949-D NGC MS 65 Red .............................. $19
1949-D NGC MS 65 red brown .................... $7
1949-D NGC MS 64 Red .............................. $7

Roosevelt Dimes Slabbed

1955-D NGC MS 67 
Full Torch . $387

1955-D NGC MS 66 FT white ....................... $67
1955-D NGC MS 66 white ............................ $27
1955-D NGC MS 65 white FT ....................... $27
1958-P PCGS MS66FB white ....................... $247 
1958-P NGC MS 67 mint set toning ............ $77
1958-P NGC MS 66 mint set toning ............ $25
1958-P PCGS MS 65FB ............................... $47
1958-P PCGS MS 65 .................................... $4
1958-P NGC MS 65 mint set toning ............ $12
1958-P PCGS MS 64 .................................... $3 

1958-D NGC MS 
67* Full Torch 
superb mint set 
toning ....... $427

1958-D NGC MS 67 FT pretty mint set toning $137
1958-D NGC MS 67 pretty mint set toning .. $57
1958-D NGC MS 66 FT mint set toning ....... $27
1958-D NGC MS 66 mint set toning ............ $14
1958-D PCGS MS66FB white ...................... $29
1958-D PCGS MS66 white ........................... $12
1958-D PCGS MS65FB white ...................... $18
1958-D PCGS MS65 white ........................... $5
1958-D PCGS MS64FB white ...................... $14
1959-P PCGS MS65FB white ....................... $17
1959-P PCGS MS64FB white ....................... $12
1959-D PCGS MS66FB white ...................... $29
1959-D PCGS MS65FB white ...................... $7
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